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ILaura Weinkauf at 782-5743, Dr. Doug Rokke at 782-5563 or thc 1
Jacksonvillc Public Library at 435-6332 or 435-6335.
It is time to renew your financial aid. Deadline:, arc coming due-Check with vour finac~alaid advisor. If vou have anv, auertions call 7825006. Summer applications are now available in the Finacial Aid office,
Room 203 Bibb Graves.
Sixdegrees.com: an online community with interactive services (chats,
bulletin boards, people searches, instant messaging and interest groups).
Interested? Go to sixdegrees.com--If you have questions, call Emily at
782-6586.
Emotional Development Study: ~ a v " ae child between 8- and 30months-old? JSU's Center for Child Development needs you for a study /
on emotional development in infants. Call Sheni Restauri (492-0927, email---st4472@sm.jsu.edu) or Jennifer Benefield (435-9997, e-mail--st2179@sm.jsu.edu).
Free HIV testing: Nursing Center Clinic. Call 782-5432 for the next
test. Testing done by a representative of the Alabama Department of
Public Health.
JSU Jazz Ensembles CD "Noteworthy" is on sale from Dr. Chris
1 Culver, trombone, in 203 Mason Hall, 782-5883. CDs are $15 each.
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Drugs of ~ b u s e - 2 1 3Stephenson Hall, ~uesda;, ,rqzr
.,x+,
1 ~ i r i 13,
l 3-4
Anxiety Screening--Student Health Center, Thurday.
"'he
,
regular mtetlngs on the 7th
April 20. 3-4:30 p.m. (K.S.V.P.)
flwr of Houston Cole Library. w-.=--..I .-... -' - I/ Higher ~ducadonRally on the steps of the state house in Montgomery /I
on 6ursday, April 8. sign up at the student Activities office. " ~ 2 1 takk
1
people up until the bus is full," says SGA President-elect Don
Killingsworth. Call 782-5491.
"The Liberal Arts: What They Were, Are, and Will Be:" a public
! lecture by Dr. Duane J. Oshiem, Professor of History at the University of
' Virginia, on the 11th floor of the Houston Cole Library, Thursday, April 8
at 8 p.m. Admission is free. If you have any questions, call Randy Davis,
Department of English, at 782-5497.
University-wide Awards Day on April 13 at 4 p.m. in the Gamecock
Center. The SGA invites all departments to participate and send lead
to the ceremony to present awards. Call Gina Orlando, 782-4491, or Te
Casey, 782-549 1.
Part-time employees needed for the Talladega 500 race, April 24-2
Servers, bartenders, fooddrink runners and clean-up personnel. Signat the Part-time Employment office, 107 Bibb Graves, before Thursda
April 15. Call Pearl Williams at 782-5289.
The annual JSU memorial~commemorationof the Holocaust of
World War H will be April 15 at 7:30, 11th floor of the Houston Cole
Library. Keynote speaker Cantor Isaac Goodfriend of Atlanta, a past
member of the President's Commission on the Holocaust and of the
United States Holocaust Memorial Council. Others participating in the
event, sponsored by the SGA, are from the university community and the
community-at-large. The public is invited. For more information, call
Ryan Kruzinski 782-5490, or Steven Whitton 782-5414.
The Chanticleer Staff encourages, or rather thrives , reader feedback.
If you have an opinion about anything,
- drop us a letter or e-mail us. We
are located in ~ o i m
180, self all. Our e-mail address is newspaper@stu1 dent-mail.jsu.edu
I

I

3-22-99: Daniel James Hallman. of Jacksonville. Ala.. rcoortcd 1
theft of property occurring at Forney Hall on 3-19-99 at 5:3b p.m.
A Mongoose bicycle valued at $237.56 was taken.
3-23-99: JSUPD reported criminal trespass at the North basement of Rowan Hall.
3-23-99: JSUPD reported possible marijuana use at Logan Hall
occurring at 11:22 p.m.
3-24-99: Kenya Gevoyd Hawkins, 21, of Jacksonville, Ala.,
was arrested on charges of DUI by JSUPD at Fomey Avenue and
Dixon Hall at 3:05 a.m.
3-25-99: Misty Michelle Sharp Keasler, of Jacksonville, Ala.,
reported criminal mischief to JSUPD occurring in the Brewer
Hall parking lot at 12:Ol a.m. Two Goodyear tires valued at $140
were damaged.
3-26-99: Michael David Adams, 20, of Gadsden, Ala., was
arrested on charges of minor in possession of alcohol by JSUPD
at the comer of Coffee Street and Pelham Road at 1:38 a.m.

1

'

I/April 8, 3-4:30 p.m.

and arrest reports at the JSU Police Department.
JSU students have the right to view these public records.
If any information is incorrect, please contact us at 782-5701
or call the JSU Police Deoartment at 782-5050.
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issue, especiallv when you're not even there

IOWA CITY, Iowa (CPX) Three students at the
niversity of Iowa have told
lice they don't know how
o women they don't know
und up dead in their apartnt, which apparently was
on fire to destroy any eviIt's a case filled with twists
nd turns. Given the
ounts of the victims'
nds and family, officers
concluded that the
en, Laura Watson
ton and Maria Therese
hner, didn't even know
ther they died together
how they wound up in

that both women died
multiple blows to the
and were found March
the gutted apartment.
Students renting the apartment told police they weren'
at home at the time of th
slayings. Two were away
spring break, and one
been studying abroad for t
semester.
Neighbors told investig
tors that they heard ma
voices coming from th
apartment but assumed
was the students who li
there.
College Press Exchange,
1999
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1 Higher Education Rally,
steps of the state housein
Montgomery,Ala.
"Alcohol Screening," 3 p.m.
Student Health Center
XA Christian Fellowship
213 Stephenson, 7 p.m.
"The Liberal Arts:what they
were, me, and will be," 8 p.m
11th floor, Library

1 + Study for the upcoming
finals

-

+
+
+

1 + Sundav: Kavva Week--The 1+ Kappa Week--Cook out
~ e ~ e n & cf
ie Nupes
Fellowship church

behind Logan Hall, 3 p.m.
Kappa Week--"The
Temperance Rises," 4 p.m.
SGA Senate, Leone Cole
Auditorium, 6 p.m.
Kappa Week--After Set,
Park Place Apt. 211, 9 p.m.

+
+
+
I
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Senior Arf Show t l 3f 21, Hammond Hait Gafkw, Mi!6 12

T h w s l i V

Tues 13
Wed 14
+ ''Drugs of Abuse," 3 p.m. + Kappa Week--Fun Day on + Kappa Week--"Nupe Nic + Kappa Week--Road trip to
213 stephenson Hall
'99" and S~ades
I Kappa
Luau. Florida ABM
the Quad, noon.
~oumameit,Germania
u&ersity
+ University-wide Awards Daj + Kappa Week--Student
A

4 p.m., Gamecock Center

+ Senior Art Show (2 of 2),

Hammond Hall Gallery,
reception 7 p.m: April 6-12
Kappa Week--Jazz Affair
11, Alumni House, 8 p.m.

+

Mixer, Park Place Apt. 2 11,
9 p.m.

Springs Park, 3 p.m.

+ Kappa Week--Step Show

and Party, 10 p.m., place to
beannounced

1
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With a little technical flare, JSU student Chris Colvard gives a long overdue face lift to the student media web sites
By Christo~herLauer
StafS Writer
"It works!" The new 92-5 web page pumps
up the volume with "style."
"The old site was just there. I was like,
okay, fine, you can listen to 92-5 over the
internet. But what shows are coming on?
Who is responsible? Who is the DJ? How did
92-J get started?'said Chris Colvard, the
designer of the new 92-5 web site and fellow
JSU student.
The new 92-J web site, which has been up
since March 26, now has many more features
and new ones are to be added. You can still
listen but now vou can also find out when to
listen by checking out the programming
schedules for the week. You can also find
other information about the station including
the first words ever said on air.
Colvard was hired by the Communication
Department to put the site together. He
designed all the backgrounds, logos, fonts,
and decided what options the site would have.
"I think I was approached because of my
design style. I try to make it as simple as possible," said Colvard.

In addition to a good design, publicity for
JSU was another goal Colvard wished to
achieve. "I like this campus. I like the school.
I like the people here. It is also a way of me
giving a bit back," said Colvard. "Hopefully I
will persuade people to come and take part of
the Department of Communications and to
help out doing volunteer DJ work."
Besides updating the site at least once a
week, Colvard is also expanding. By the
beginning of the fall semester, he hopes to
have the DJ link completed which will feature
pictures of each DJ, list hot links to their
favorite sites, list e-mail addresses and when
to catch them on the air.
He will also be putting a concert schedule on
the site showing all bands performing in area
venues, from Brother's Bar to the Fox
Theater.
"We've been worldwide for 3 or 4 years, but
now we're worldwide with style," said
Colvard. The new 92-J web site is funded by
the Communication department and is
accessed by clicking the Campus Radio icon
in the lower left hand comer of the Bibb
Graves picture on the JSU home page or typing www.isu.edu/92i.

College graduation rates
are on the decline, says ACT
College Press Exchange
CHICAGO (CPX) - College graduation
rates conhnued to drop in 1998, according to
a study released by ACT The organlzatlon,
s
exam, has
best known for ~ t college-entrance
been conducting the survey each year since
1983
According to the study, students completing
their bachelor's degrees wlthln five years fell
at four-year schools In 1998, the thlrd consecutive year for the decllne Of students
enrolled in four-year, publlc schools five
years earlier, 42 9 percent completed their
degree last year, down from 44 2 percent the
year before The study reported a smaller
drop at pnvate schools - from 56 6 percent in
1997 to 56 2 percent last year Both are
record lows.

Two-year colleges also reported record lows
for graduat~onIn 1998, only 34 4 percent of
students finished their associate's degrees
withln three years Rates at publlc schools
have fallen each of the last seven years
The report also takes a look at drop-out
rates among first-year students Those figures
dropped for the second year In a row to 26 4
percent for students who entered college In
1997
The study also found that drop-out rates at
public, two-year institutions increased from
47 4 percent to 47 7 percent The rates fell at
pnvate two-year schools, from 31.8 percent
to 31 5 percent

Sel the past, buy the future
By Amy McElroy
News Writer
Built in 1885, a mill that would later house
the Olde Mill Antique Mall once spanned over
57-thousand square feet in factory and warehouse buildings.
Today it has been reduced to less than 400.
The remaining square footage comes from the
four-story brick entrance tower.
The tower, along with an adjacent freestanding brick chimney now stand as pieces of
sculpture appearing out of context with their
new surroundings. They are reminders of
what once occupied the space around them.
The mill had become a symbol over the
years of what Oxford used to be, a community built on industry. The industry once a key
to Oxford's development in the 1880's, has
given way to new aspirations of the 1990's.
Aspirations including expansion, which
includes commercial development.
Oxford Mayor Leon Smith sees commercial
development as a key to Oxford's success. On
his desk sits a plaque reading, "Efforts =
Results," efforts which include bringing in
commercial developers to develop areas
bringing new business to the city. The results
are obvious to anyone who has the opportunity to battle traffic on the new four lane U.S.
Highway 78, or attempts to find parking at the
Wal-Mart Supercenter.
Smith recalls an article written in The
Anniston Star in 1984 which asked what could
be done on four corners? "I don't know what
we can do on four comers because I haven't
quit yet," he laughs.
Growth is everywhere in the city of Oxford
and the Olde Mill was a price the city paid for
more expansion.
Piedmont developer Jim Morrow along with
four others bought the property for 1.4 million
in April 1997. According to a June 6, 1997
article in The Anniston Star; Morrow at first
had no plans to tear down the mill, but less
than 10 months later the destruction of the
mill was underway with the exception of the
brick entrance tower, and chimney. Morrow
was unavailable for comment.
The destruction of the mill not only struck
deep into the hearts of the antique dealers who
had occupied it the last 14 years, but the local
community and out of town visitors as well.
According to Huey Burrows, long time man-

ager of the Olde Mill Antique Mall, the mill
rested conveniently off Interstate 20 and had
become an annual stop for many traveling
through Oxford.
If they made the stop today, they would no
longer find that antique doll or Victorian chair,
but a 1202. steak instead. The new Outback
Steakhouse which sits nearby, oblivious of the
structure once there. is the first of several new
businesses planned for the property.
While the mill is now gone, the issue of
preservation versus expansion still remains.
Preservation and expansion are two words
some see as unrelated. People can preserve
thepast as well as expand the future in the idea
of adaptable reuse. Adaptable meaning to
place harmony within chanred circumstances.
A building, when left idle and unkempt will
die. While it is unrealistic to believe we can
save every historical building as a museum to
its particular generation, it is not unrealistic to
take the old and give it new life.
New life has been given to several historical
buildings in the area, one being the old
Louisville & Nashville freight depot in
Anniston. Built in 1885, the historical depot
was restored by architect Julian Jenkins in the
early 1990's.
Jenkins has created an open space which
light flows into freely through the large windows. Where massive wooden timbers rest on
brick walls draped with watercolors and site
models of previous jobs.
His architecture firm occupying one end of
the depot and his wife's cafe the other may not
have the hustle and bustle of freight trains, but
they still houses the spirit of the building. It
was a challenge for him not to remove the
dominant elements of the structure.
"Sometimes," says Jenkins "the things that
are the most challenging are the ones you look
on as being the most satisfying."
If adaptable reuse could have been seriously considered for the 112 year old mill, if
preservation could havebeen seen as a part of
the expansion instead of a hindrance, if someone could have seen through the dead and
brought out a new life, then perhaps, as many
people feel, we wouldn't have had to sell our
past to buy our future.
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And then there were none
By Dave Sharp
Managing Editor
The wait is almost over as JSU's
leader into the new millennium will
be chosen Monday, April 12. The
last of the university's three presidential candidates visited the campus the Thursday before Spring
Break.
Dr. Erik J. Bitterbaum, the 46year-old Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Professor of
Biology at Missouri Southern State
College, introduced himself to
JSU's students, faculty and staff.
Bitterbaum received his B.A. and
M.A. in Biology from Cum Laude
Occidental College and his Ph.D. in
Zoology from the University of
Florida.
Like his competitors, he received
a list of questions posed by the JSU
community and answered them
speaking from his own agenda.
Bitterbaum introduced himself as
a storyteller and to lighten the
mood, he began with an anecdote
about Iong-winded public speakers.
He then moved into his main focus
of education: students. "The,,focus
of my work is simple ...to offer the
best education I can for every stu-

dent that comes to my institution,"
says Bitterbaum.
He wishes to see students grow
intellectually, emotionally, socially,
physically and spiritually. He then
went on to state three things necessary to achieve that goal: hiring outstanding faculty (whom he wants to
be good teachers, scholars and citizens), excellent support facilities
and state of the art technology.

Bitterbaum continued by saying,
"the primary advocate for a university is its president." With that in
mind, he wants to guide JSU and
help the institution find vision. In
order to make that vision a reality,
he wants a cutting edge faculty. He
&o promises to find resources to
fund each department.
Bitterbaum also believes that he
can bring and develop some impor-

tant themes to JSU. He would like
to concentrate on JSU's areas of
excellence including internships
and student/faculty research and
honing ethical decision making: he
believes faculty members should be
good role models for their students.
Money was a major subject
touched upon by Bitterbaum. He
believes private and public support
would come if JSU could work as a
community to achieve the same
goals. "We're not a charity, we're
an investment in the future," he
says.
He also believes internationalizing
JSU's faculty, students and cuniculum would be something he could
bring to the university. Technology
would be a focus of his continuing
distance learning and web based
instruction.
Finally, Bitterbaum promised to
bring academic excellence and
strong presidential leadership if
selected.
Bitterbaum realizes the importance of the students of his institution and their education saying, "we
change students who change communities."

Iwore this T-shirt
and all I got was this

crummy
- -jail sentence
College Press Exchange
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (CPX) - A
circuit court judge has denied an
appeal by a Murray State
University student who was convicted of harassment for wearing a
Marilyn Manson T-shirt at a local
festival.
Marshall Circuit Judge Dennis
Foust upheld Venus "Star"
Morgan's 1998 District Court conviction and $250 fine for wearing
the shirt to "Tater Days," a festival
in western Kentucky. Foust said he
failed to see how what Morgan did
was a matter of free speech.
Morgan wore the shirt, bearing
an image of the singer - who is
known for performing lewd acts on
stage and singing about murder,
rape and self-mutilation - and a sixword phrase from his song, "White
Trash." The phrase contains an
obscenity and the word "God."
Three people complained to
police about the shirt. When
Morgan refused to change her
clothes, she was cited for harassment. "Were Morgan singing the
song on the street comer at Tater
Day, this might create another

issue," Foust wrote in his order
upholding the conviction.
"However, by wearing a T-shirt
displaying one particular phrase
from a song, she is essentially
repeating this same lyric over and
over. This, in the court's opinion, is
what creates a separately identifiable conduct which separates it
from constitutionally protected free
speech."
Morgan told the Associated Press
that she views the conviction as a
violation of her rights to free
speech. "I think it was clearly
speech," she said. "It meant something to me. I think it means being
your own god, being who you want
to be, unlike this community, who
is trying to force God down your
throat."
Morgan's attorney, David
Harshaw of the American Civil
Liberties Un~onof Kentucky, he
would appeal Foust's April 1 ruling
to the state's Court of Appeals.
Meanwhile, Morgan said she's
planning to attend this year's Tater
Days festival. And while she hasn't
decided what T-shirt she'll wear,
she said she would make sure it
"made a statement."
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While hoping that the furor becausethey
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caused over remarks made by
TWQdays f i r studeat protestdies ers demanding the resignittion of
halted the Scarlet
down-,
have come under fire again, this Knights' game against the Unitime 1
for- 1
versity of Massachusetts, guard
Dm~runon Santiago told s Targum
me Amencan Associafjon of reporter thathe &l.ught
University Professors has cnticizeB the Rutgers admifiistration
Senior forward
- fur C
told a reporter that

censorship.
where or when the game would be
replayed yet, and we didn't want
to jeopardize many possible h i sion by l, "" ' ' '
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Since the Feb. 7 basketball game
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Remember,
the First
Amendment is
more than 0ur
right to print.
It's your right
to read, too,
Bmught to you by the
Society ofProfessiom1 Journalists
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Artwork from wal to wal

All State Band Festival:
Gospel Choir Festival:
Tammy Foster Recital:
ason Hall Performance

JSU

Show

Choir:

SAI Childrens Choir:
nniston Museum, Monday,
April 12 at 4:30 p.m.
SAI American Musicale:
Anniston Museum, Monday,
April 12 at 4:30 p.m.
JSU Percussion Quintet:
Mason Hall Performance
Center, Tuesday, April 13 at

+

+

wege a history of his family, past, present and
future. He included images of his grandmother's
cathedral quilt and his grandfather at age 23
(Johnson's same age now). He also included the
image of a memory chip to reprsent a family history of Alzheimer's disease, as well as an HTML
code to reprsent his undergraduate experience at
JSU.
Johnson also presented rakku pottery, including
a wall hanging constructed of tiles with an integrated abstract design. He says that four of the
tiles warped in the first fuing and he had to make
those tiles again.
Just across the refreshments table from

By Phil Attinger
Editor in Chief
You open up the newspaper and find an indepth story on how your government spends
your money. You turn another page and find
a run-down of economic growth and its effect
on traffic patterns.
Still later you read an article on how rich
students do better on tests than poor students,
with the numbers to prove it.
All of these articles were written on a computer, with information from other computers.
You're reading The State, a Knight-Ridder
newspaper in Columbia, S.C., and the writer
is Chris Roberts, a reporter using computerassisted reporting, also called "Precision
Journalism," to dig out new stories.

jects including a yearly calendar of Gadsden cultural events and an original "chess" game called
"Jungwallader."
"Jungwallader" consists of two teams of polished river stones, each painted with a footprint
representing a wild African animal. An eating
hierarchy determines winners in conflict.
Hudson made the board from ceramic and painted the stones with acrylic.
Kevin "Fritz" Fotovich submitted graphic
design and photographic pieces. One series was
a witty public-service ad campaign for condoms,
using colorized black-and-white photos.
Paulette Parks, this year's Daugette Honoree,

Last Monday, Roberts came to speak to the
JSU chapter of the Society of Professional
Journalists. He brought a computer presentation to demonstrate some of what he does.
"I grew up thinking that the government was
here to protect us," says Roberts. "It's not.
The government is designed to count stuff."
Roberts, and reporters like him, analyze
these numbers and other interesting facts to
find out what they mean.
Roberts says that reporting in South
Carolina is fun because "on any national measure we are either first or last." One of the
most important parts of the job is to tell people something they don't already know.
Roberts helped reporters at The State find
more information on an early Census Bureau
survey, which gave only a number, and no

sented eight abstract lithograph prints. ~ u s i eS.
Sauls exhibited her photography. Marilyn Phelps
had oil paintings as well as a mixed-media relief
of a tiger in the jungle, titled "Bob."
Each of the students got a rose from an Art
alumna, Hjordis Culpepper. By the end of the
evening, "Bob," had one of the roses woven into
the grass beside his face.
The show will run until next Monday. Another
reception next week will open the second senior
show, on Tuesday, April 13 at 7 p.m. in the
Hammond Hall Gallery.
For more information call the Art department at
782-5626.

explanation of how that number broke down.
It turned out, with information from other
databases, that the bureau missed counting
one in nine people on that test survey.
He also found that the official dropout rate
of South Carolina didn't count kids who'd
died, moved away, gone to jail, gotten married, or otherwise met with a major life
change (or loss) that took them from school.
When Roberts worked at The Birmingham
News (1989-98), he researched an article on
Alabama road projects. It turned out, from the
funding figures, that most of the road projects
were going to Cullman and Baldwin counties,
home counties of the two main highway officials.
Roberts says that good precision like this
reporting requires:

+ A capella Choir & Chamber
MasonHall
Thursday, April 15 at 7:30

+ Becky Strickland/Justin
Gomez:Recital, St. luke's

Basic reporting skills;
Computer knowledge;
Knowing how to work and play well with
others (since you will work with most of the
newspaperlmagazine staff);
Knowing how to do the math;
Knowing HTML, SQL, Excel and other
computer languages;
Knowing how to build and warehouse data;
and knowing how to kick open doors.
"Governments are so busy collecting data,"
says Roberts, "that they never evaluate it.
They can't see the forest for the trees."
The key to making good information work
for the reader, says Roberts is "separating the
wheat from chaff."
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I0 thinss I hate about this movie
ByAdam Smith
News Editor
Some movies are made for a reason. Some
movies are not. "10 Things I Hate About You"
is definitely the latter.
Touchstone's new teenage revamping of
Shakespeare's "The Taming of the Shrew" is
one of the many like-minded movies the
country has been bombarded with recently.
Movie companies seem to be turning big profits from teenage melodramas these days. The
proof? The movie was second in weekend
earnings behind Keanu Reeves' new sci-fi
epic, "The Matrix."
The movie starts out plausible enough, as
the new kid at school (Joseph Gordon-Levitt)
falls for a girl who he believes will be his
future love-goddess.
However, things get complicated when he
finds out he can't date her because her sister,
Kat, won't date. Her sister, Kat (Julia Stiles)
can date, but she has a bad habit of either scaring off every boy she meets by using her sharp
wit or just choosing not to date at all.

To make an extremely long story short, new
boy decides to get his nerdy friend to con the
obligatory pretty boy to pay the only guy in
school (Heath Ledger) who would be brave
enough to take on Kat.
As it turns out, pretty boy also wants to date
Kat's sister. Brave guy initially just takes the
money but eventually falls in love with Kat.
Kat is pressured by her goody-goody sister
to go to the prom, so she can go, so she agrees
to go with brave guy. However, goody-goody
sister falls for new boy, which makes pretty
boy mad, which causes a big scene at the
prom. Then Kat finds out brave guy was paid
to date her, and she gets upset, which causes a
falling out with brave guy.
However, she eventually sees the evils of
her ways and they get back together and
everything ends happily ever after. Hello?
Can you say predictable?
There were few good performances in the
movie. They were credible, but not great. The
movie was longer than it had to be. It would
have made a decent after school special, but
not an 80-minutes-plus movie. If you want to

read the play. Don't go watch this hideous
movie starring over-paid teenagers who in
real life probably only see Willie as an old
dead guy, not a great writer.

computer bug is on the way. You may wish
you had that bit of money back when you're
wanting to stock up on Spam and bottled
water.
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Hill Cc: Ted. (ieorpe Csrlin could h a w
In the \\~osIJof the lllatri~.I i ~ ~ r n ; a >~ n a d e[hi\ tno\.ic t'u~inicr.
The niu\~icrclics hca\,il!. or1 \ isuul
arc turned into computer> and thcis
brain\ c.an be psc)gr;~mmcdto do ccr- excitement. and i1 dtli\.er.;. The \hoottain t'unctio~ir hy \vn! of. computer O L I ~ wen?.; and supIosion3 puck
di\k\. Ree\ e4. ch;~r;~c.tergoes tlirou9li enough testosterone to keep an!. male
the ~ h ; ~ l l g01.c \ being a h~llnun.1,) .;LIT~ c c u p i e dt h i . ~ ~ g h c ) ~ l t lilo\,ic. hilt
\.i\.ing ill the rc;~l\\orltl of the niatsix. Ree\.es3 i r n ~ g cma! still mrlkc \onle
~l~~ actioll ,cclLlencc.; in
Illo\,ie
fenlale.;

light. Kcanu Ree\'es. While
ha ne\es
:1ction mO\'i~<.\\'it11 the exception of
"Spccll." his nc\\' lilm offers sorllc
pea1 tlirillz. Coniputcr~zed~ t ' l ; ' i t \ ;lid
11inn~.
ol'the.;c thrill\. but a l\\.i\red plol ;lse \,i.;u;llly ,t~lnningdue to the \tun[
Thc film dra2s a bit in ~ h cmiddle.
i \ the ~no\,ic'.; biggest ;ic.c()Wlisll- chorcopsaph!, (11' leteran . ; m t man hut yuiikly picks back U P and In).; the
men[. Unhrlunatclb. the
is also Yuen Mto Ping. Say his name eight hcav). action on the \,ie\\.eronce again.
hard 10 e~pliliii10 ;111y011t \\ho doesn't timc.,
reall!
l.a,l. ~ ~ h K, ~ l~ \~. ~ . ;~h~
'
\+,orlh the
of
hn\,c u futuri\tic minil.
nio\,ics ha\,e nc\.er btcn >use lire hit,. admijhion alone. It's ;I great iiio\.ic to
is the
!..Johnny Mnernvnic~," ..Rly Own take n date to, but not the limid lirst
world. What human.; li\c in is a fake pri,,atc ~ d ~ h ..rhLlin
~ . - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ date,
~ i J~~~
~ ~ . . ,K ~ ~ ~ be,,
~ ~ ' . ;
\\.i)rld \\ hers \\c arc lied 10. 311d tloth- ..Ri\,cr'\ [;dgc," .'Yollnghlooil.'. ..E\,+n nhcll he .;a!.> 1lo[hillpat
in;! i \ real. Ree\,e\. \vho plays a corn- ~ ~ \ , . G~~
~ i ~h~
~ l ~~ l ~ ~ ...A
; , ~. . ' ~ l k
putcr li;~ckcr,is Iurcd into a ne\v world ~h~ cloud,,.- elc,). [his
look.;
h! Morpheus (1.awrc1lc.c Fishburnt).

Movie Lines:
1 . "If I'm here and your here,
doben't it make it our time"
2. "Hey kids..Big Ben..
~arliment"
3. "You really love animals
don't you." "If it's cold enough."
4. "1 can't belive I gave my
panties to a geek."
5. "So you're saying there's a
chance."

I

I

Music Trivia:

1. Who composed the music
for Flash Gordon?
2. Who composed the music
for The Princess Bride ?
3. What town do Prince, Soul
Asylum and The
Replacements hail from?
4. What town do Heart, Jimi
Hendrix and Screaming Trees
call home?
5.What town do Tom Petty,
Lynyrd Skynyrd and Molly
Hatchet hail from?

Guess the Band:
1. De Barge
2. Janet Jackson
3. Mother's Finest
4. Lisa, Lisa and Cult Jam
20 points

Bv Dave Mathews
Features Editor

Usually when I find out I need to review a
C D to print in the paper, I cringe.
It is more of a task than you probably realize. A whole collection of a certain artist's
music must be described and critiqued in a
limited amount of characters or words.
Hmm ... There are a lot of different tastes out
there how do I relate to all of you. Naturally
as a college paper we .take to the alternative
new music genre as our foot stone. Oh, that
makes it so much easier. Most of what is heard
is only a repeat of something else you have
heard before and so on.

When I first listened to Owsley I was instantly in tune to the American version of a British
invasion sound. Strangely like a Cars and
Beatles sandwich, only with several different
varieties of condiments. A little mustard here
for this sound twist, a little mayo on this track
for another. Owsley definitely had an appeal,
one not really pin-pointed.
There it sat in my apartment for a week over
spring break before a fellow comrade pointed
out they were based in good 01' Anniston,
Alabama.
Don't be fooled, hometown boy or not, unbiased is the only way to bee.
Even still unbiased, Owsley has a harmony
and groove
that will keep
- you
- interested songafter song with enough flavor to last and not
become mundane.
Admitting you like Owsley may be a little
hard and they d o have that potential, if
launched, to be overplayed and run into the
ground X-style. I can only hope that doesn't
happen and I can continue to enjoy.
Props to Anniston for birthing Owsley.

Owleu
Giant Records
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Score 4
-

4 6" Sandwiches
4 Chips
4 Medium Drinks

I
I

# 1 College Center

4354367

Offer expires May 7, 1999. One Coupon Per Customer Per Visit. May Not Be
Combined With Any Other Offers Or Promotions. Valid At Participating SUBWAY" Locations.
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$1 College Center

435-4367 Jacksonville, A 1 (
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Makes no cents

Government Leaks

BY The Marvelous Three

BY Phil Attimer
As you no doubt have
heard, our esteemed Lt.
Governor Steve Windom

lover Windom's apparent
/reluctance to proceed with
business as needed in this all
too short session.

a 105-day period.
Now some of the provisions in this constitution make no sense unless you want to tie government hands so nothing gets done.
Well, it seems no one has done any business,
except for Lt. Governor Steve Windom.
Number one, in fact.
With democrats' protests and talk of
impeachment clouding the air (sounds like
retaliation for Clinton's troubles, doesn't it?),
Windom kept a plastic jug under his desk so
he could urinate without having to leave the
floor and let the democrats "sieze control."
Well, he did just that, with cameras rolling.
We don't get to see John Thomas, but we get
the reaction from senators sitting nearby as
Windom takes care of business.
And Alabama is embarrassed again.
Alabama is in a fish bowl We are constantly watched from all sides while a huge bright
bulb bears down from above us. It has been
this way since the mid-1800's, and will con-

'

tinue as long as people like
Windom add fuel to the fire.
He went to office, like many
other republicans, on a platform of "traditional Alabama
values." Like what? Peeing
in the woods? Having an outhouse?
Is this the "New South" that
everyone talked about in the
1980's? We wanted to have
such a good face for the 1996
Olympics, and have been
embarrassed too much.
And now, when Alabama
finally has a governor that
won't embarras us, we get a
lieutenant governor who acts
as if he's at a kegger.
Don't tell me he couldn't
leave the floor if he had to. No one would
have thought ill of him if democrats had actually tried to "seize power" while he was out. I
would have blamed the democrats in such a
case, not that they should be able to take ovet
when the president of the state senate leaves
the room.
How ridiculous.
It's not like I would expect my staff tc
assault me Caesar-style when I return from the
bathroom, or have some homocidal maniac
shoot me just because his name was in the I
Docket that week.
That's really paranoid.
I don't want to sound like I'm bragging, but
we (the four kids in my family) had to wait
until the next exit before we could relieve ourselves That could be as much as fifty more
miles in a rough-riding station wagon.
If Windom thinks he has it rough, he should
be riding in a Ford having to go bad, while his
oldest brother sings "100 bottles of Beer."

As frequently as our schedules allow it, we like to visit
our new food court in the
TMB for a quick lunch or
snack. Our fast food of
choice:
the Chik-fil-a.
~ o t h i n ggoes better with one
of their patented chicken
sandwiches than a nice
hearty helping of sauce.
When I go to a restaurant, I
expect a free use of the
condiments they have to
offer, especially their various
types of sauces. It doesn't
matter what kind of sauce,
whether it be ketchup, honey
mustard, or, in my case, the tasy Polynesian
sauce. However, as I stroll to the counter,
there stands "Nurse Ratchett" tending the register. I ask for a packet of tasty Polynesian
sauce to accompany my otherwise dry lunch
when I am promptly asked to sign a contract
in blood requesting my soul. Consequently
there's a clause that stipulates the relinquishment of my first born.
You see, in order for me to obtain a 1 oz.
packet of Polynesian sauce, the non-nuggetpurchaser that I am, would have to shell out a
quarter.
Who came up with this policy? Food Court
Administration? Is this some kind of lunchtime lab fee? Do I get charged $15 if I put it
back as a dropladd fee only complete when
signed by the waffle-fry-guy? Why is the
nugget sauce so special?

Maybe there was a

couldn't be harvested.
Before I go any furtli
me remind you that in a ci
ilized Chik-fil-A sauce
free. It flows from the sa
keg as ketchup and must
There's no sauce segrega
in a free Chik-fil-A.
I have a dream, that
day, little Polynesian pac

other condiments w
oppression or fear. And maybe I won't get/
charged a damn quarter.
I know, maybe we can trim the fat from the/
JSU budget somewhere. I know, maybe we1
I
could quit charging 60 cents for a soft drink.:
I'll drink 20-cent Shastas and Faygos if I can
get out of the demeaning process of looking:
through pocket lint to shell our my penance!
1
for the tasty orange goo.
Another option is to sell all of the school's/
coniputers for several abacuses. Sure, our!I
download and connection times won't be as/
fast, but they're cheaper and easier to main-!
tain. The virus threat is low, too.
These are just some simple suggestions, but/
why notjust give the stuff away? This schooli
rips us off enough, why not just give us one of/
the simple pleasures in life ...a 1 oz. packet of
j
Polynesian sauce.

I
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A stereotv~icalsforv
What

h a p p e n s

when

Bv Shankar Vedantam
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
Are white men really bad jumpers, as a 1992 movie
title claimed? Are women really worse than men at
math?
Stereotypes are as old as humanity itself. What's new
is that researchers are beginning to study the effect of
these beliefs on people and document who is affected,
by what and how much. Last month researchers found a
way to help explain why men and women perform so
differently on math tests in standardized exams like the
SAT.
For decades now, men have outperformed women by
about 50 points on the 800-point college-admission test
and by about 80 points in the GRE - the 800-point test
for graduate school. The so-called gender gap has variously been ascribed to innate ability, differences in
teaching boys and girls, and test design.
Now, researchers at the University of Texas at Austin
have shown that performance gaps very similar to the
SAT can be created - and removed - by the psychological conditions surrounding a test. "When you are a target of a devaluing stereotype such as girls can't do math
or African-Americans lack intelligence, anything that
makes you think about that stereotype can make you
nervous and distracted," said Joshua Aronson, an education researcher at the University of Texas at Austin
who has helped spearhead the field. "Those are two
things you don't want to happen to you during a standardized test."
The math-stereotype study joins a growing body of
research that shows how stereotypes subtly affect the
way people perform - and the dramatic results when the
preconceived notionsare taken away. "We are making
the gap go away purely based on circumstantial or enviropmental variables such as the test description," said
Ryan Brown, an investigator of the recent Texas study.
The researchers said they did not intend to "prove"
that women do worse in math tests because of gender
stereotypes. "What this does is, it takes us beyond the
usual suspects: socio-economic deprivation, lack of
preparation, bias in the tests or, in the worst case, some
kind of genetic explanation - African Americans and
women lack the gray matter to do these tests," said
Aronson.
The researchers have found that stereotypes affect
everyone - white men are every bit as susceptible as
blacks and women. "You can produce stereotype threats
in white male students as well by saying we are going to
compare your test results with Asian students," Aronson
said. "Even students extremely confident of their math
tests - their scores dropped."
The researchers said that when women come to standardized math tests like the SAT, they are afraid they
will confirm the stereotype: One 1998 survey of parents
found that they believed math was more difficult for
their daughters than for their sons. A survey taken two
decades previously found that 63 percent of teachers
believed boys were naturally better at math. No teachers
thought girls were better.
It doesn't matter, by the way, whether women actually believe in the stereotype - studies have shown that
stereotypes can affect people who don't consciously
believe them. The researchers proved their conclusions
by conducting a series of experiments: They told one
group of women that a math test would measure
whether they were exceptional. "Your performance on
this test will not be scored like most normal tests, but
rather will be classified as either above or below a predetermined cutoff score," the researchers told the group
before administering the test.

you

d o

the

m a t h ?

Scoring above the cutoff meant a woman had exceptional math skills. But "scoring below the cutoff score
tells us little or nothing about your math abilities and
math potential. You may be below average, average, or
even above average."
The test, in other words, would identify the "math
geniuses" in the group. The researchers told a second
group of women that their test - also evaluated by a
pass-fail.cutoff - would find out if they were especially
weak. "Scoring above the cutoff score tells us little or
nothing," the researchers told this group. "You may be
"slightly below average, average or even above average."
The researchers guessed that women in the second
group would be more worried than women in the first:
A test that showed a woman was a failure would be
humiliating, whereas a test that showed a woman was
not a math genius was no big deal, since most people
aren't math geniuses. .
The catch is that both groups got identical question
papers. The difference in performance was dramatic.
The women who weren't concerned that their performance would prove the stereotype correct scored far
higher. The gap? Exactly the same as the SAT gender
gap. When researchers gave two groups of men the
same test, it made no difference to their performance.
Brown said the men showed effects of a "positive
stereotype" - they expected to do well anyway and they
did.
To make sure of their results, the researchers then gave
the group of women who did badly an excuse - a rigged
computer that appeared to malfunction during the test.
Researchers reassured the women that poor performance could now be blamed on the computer.
The women's performance not only improved dramatically, they actually out-did the men.
"If you can make these gaps go away through psychological manipulations then what's being captured on
these tests may not be inherent to these groups," said
Brown. Brown, a graduate student in psychology and
his advisor, Robert Josephs, a professor of psychology
at UT-Austin, published their study in the February
issue of the Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology.
In general, Aronson said, students who believe that
tests measure their inherent intelligence do more poorly. Such thinking says, "this is a test of your intelligence
and you cannot improve it, we may as well carve the
score upon your tombstone."
"We have been taught by society to believe that some
people are smart and some are not smart," said Aronson.
"But what turns out to be the case is that intelligence is
plastic." How to reduce the effects of stereotypes in
tests like the SAT? "The lab studies show that you can
make it go away," said Aronson. "You convince people
that the tests measure an ability they can improve
upon."
Brown cited research by Aronson and Claude Steele
at Stanford University, who found that when test-takers
were given the option to mention their race before taking a test, African-American students who indicated that
they were black did more poorly than those who did not.
"Put the demographic stuff at the end," said Brown,
referring to the questions asked of students before they
take the SAT. "Don't remind people of it. If you have
these negative stereotypes, whether gender or ethnic,
you prime people by asking them these things. It's a
really bad idea."

O Knight-Ridder Newspapers, 1999

If you could relive your Spring Break,
what would you do differently?
compiled by the Dynamic Duo

.................................
I would improve my golf game.

Andy Layton
Senior

......................
I would have skipped Panama City
and definitely would have gone to
Gulf Shores for my whole vacation.

Todd Campbell
Senior

......................

I would not have thrown up
Thursday night.

Selena Lawson
Junior

.........................
Got the hell out of Jacksonville!

Shane Barnhart
Sophomore
j.....~~......~.........~~........~.m~~

I would have drank more than I did.

j

i

Chris Crosby
Junior

0.0

.........................
I would have gone somewhere.

Krystal Katz
Freshman
-

I

-

sions to The Chanticleer:
The Chanticleer will not print letters which are unsigned,
libelous andlor defamatory.
The Chanticleer reserves the right to edit letters for space and
grammar, as well as style.
There will be at least two weeks between publication of letters
from the same person. We will publish rebuttals no later
than two weeks after the publication of the article,
editorial or letter in question.
The Chanticleer reserves the right to refuse publication of any
submission.
Deadline for submissions is noon Monday, before desired
publication that Thursday. In the event of a three day
weekend, submission deadline is 4 p.m. the preceeding Friday.
Bring submissions or send through campus mail to our office:
Room 180 Self Hall--JSU, or send submissions via e-mail --newspaper@student-mai1.jsu.edu.

-

-

From Gamecocks to Hamilton Tiger Cafs
Kirby, Parker, and Bonner sign to play in the CFL
From JSU Sports Znfonnation

.

The next step in three recordsetting JSU football players is on
the horizon.
Montressa
Kirby,
the
Gamecocks'
record-breaking
quarterback from Anniston, along
with teammates Eurosius Parker
and Ronald Bonner have signed
contracts to play for the Hamilton
Tiger Cats of the Canadian
Football League.
"I am excited about getting a
shot in this league, and knowing
Eurosius and Ronald were going
there made my decision a lot easier," Kirby said. "Right now I
have to concentrate on getting my
arm in condition. In the CFL,
receivers run a lot of deep routes,
and I have to be able to put the
ball there on time."
Last year, Kirby led the
Gamecocks to a 7-4 record and
was named Southland Football
League Offensive Player of the
Year in the process. Overall,
k7irby owns 16 school records
lililuding the record for total
offense in a career with 7,398
yards.
Kirby amassed a total of 6,587
yards passing and 1,101 yards
rushing, becoming the first
Gamecock to ever pass for more

than 6,000 yards and rush for
more than 1,000 yards.
In 1998, Kirby was named First
Team All-SFL Quarterback. He
threw for 2,271 yards and rushed
for an additional 310 yards. He
also accounted for 22 of JSU's 32
rushing touchdowns.
Kirby's best season statistically
was in 1997 when he threw for
2,817 yards with 17 touchdowns.
In that season, he set 14 new
school records.

Parker, a native of Greenville,
played cornerback and return specialist during his career at
Jacksonville State. Last season,
he set the school record for most
kickoff return yards in a season
with 619. He also set the mark for
most punt return yards in a single
season with 477. On the defensive side of the football, his 13
career interceptions rank him in a
tie for third on the Gamecocks'

all-time list.
For his efforts in 1998, Parker
was chosen as Honorable Mention
All-American, First Team AllSFL Return Specialist, and
Second Team All-SFL Defensive
Back.
"It's always exciting when you
get a chance to play football
again. With the bigger field (120
yards long, 60 yards wide, and 20yard endzones), I know I'm going
to have to adapt to a different
style," says Parker.
Bonner, a transfer from Georgia
Military College, left Jacksonville
State with an impressive resume
including a couple of school
records of his own. Bonner set
the school record for most receiving yards in a season with 1,010
and rncqqt catches in a season with
62 in 1997. He finished his career
at JSU with 100 catches, gooi for
fifth all-time. His total of 1,639
receiving yards puts him in fourth
place.
"It would be fun just to get
another chance to play with these
guys. I like the style of CFL football. I know they (Tiger Cats) had
one receiver last year who caught
98 passes," Bonner commented.
"I think the bigger field offers a
better opportunity to make big
plays."

Brooks' blast propels JSU to win over 'Bama
By Will Roe
Sports Writer
For the first time since 1980, the Gamecock
baseball team defeated the Alabama Crimson
Tide.
However, it turned out to be the only bright
spot for the Gamecock Spring Break, as
things soured quickly for the team on the
road. JSU had little time to celebrate the win
over 'Bama, as they had to turn around and
travel to Tuscaloosa for a rematch with the
=de the next night.
Here is a review of Spring Break for the
Gamecock baseball squad:
5
Jacksonville State
3
Alabama
Last Tuesday, the Gamecocks grabbed one
of their most dramatic come-from-behind
wins in quite a while. It was a finish that any
ball player dreams of: two outs, two guys on,
haom of the ninth with the game on the line.
Enter seluor wes B~~~~~and long ball. His
three-mn shot sparked a big win over the 15th
ranked Tide. For Brooks, it was his third
dinger of the season.
ne game was tied at one going into the seventh inning, but sBama got two runs in their

Warren. Things were looking bleak for the
good guys from then on. JSU held the Tide in
check from then on to allow the comeback in
the ninth.
Brandon Culp took the win in relief for JSU,
although David Warren pitched very well to
keep JSU in the game. The game was played

Baseball Field, and they saw what was
arguably the biggest JSU Division I baseball
victory.
Alabama
3
0
Jacksonville State
JSU finally got to play at Sewell-Thomas
Stadium after a wait of nearly a year. Last

year's game got through one inning before
tornado warnings canceled the game. JSU
batters were probably doing a rain-dance in
this year's game, as they could never get the
bats popping against Alabama pitching. Tide
starter Jason Moates struck out 12 JSU batters
in his seven innings of work.
It wasn't so much the K's that hurt tough, as
JSU left nine batters on base, which hurts bad
when you are in a close ball game and have a
chance to win. Sam Grant, Wes Brooks and
Josh Buck all had two hits for JSU.
Gamecock starter Joey Shiflett took his second loss of the season to his two wins.
Missouri 15, Jacksonville State 3
JSU's bats stayed cool and the pitching suffered a let-down as well. JSU starter Brandon
Culp surrendered nine runs in the first two
innings and the Missouri Tigers never looked
back. The 'one bright spots for JSU were a
three-for-three perfomance at the plate for
H ~ ' s
Wes Brooks and
three game with a double and three RBI's.
The twosome accounted for five of JSU's six
hits in the game.
See

Baseball, page 14
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More than just a ~ h o t o ~ r a ~ h e
Bv Shannon Fagan

It still seems like a nightmare.
Everyone was preparing for Spring

'

Break'
me.
had just
wrapped up my classes that Friday
and was ready to go home for some
relaxation. It was going to be a great
That all changed when I received a
phone call on Saturday evening.
The voice on the other end of the
line told me something I couldn't and
didn't want to believe. He said Ed
Hill had passed away at his home.
Those words just astounded me. Ed
was a picture of good health. He had
a wonderful sense of humor, and you
couldn't find a better friend in the
world. He enjoyed being around people and was in a profession that
allowed him to be around themSome of you may remember sever-

Everything he ever shot and provided me with was great. My biggest
problem was deciding on which shots
to use because they all could have
been published. There's no doubt in

my mind that his work could be
included in a major publication.
I asked Ed about that. He told me
something that I'll never forget. He
said a lot of people are looking for
that "be-all, end-all" picture. Ed really never wanted that. He was just
looking for something people could
use.
I'm so thankful that I got a chance
to sit down and talk with Ed at length.
He was more than just a photographer. He is an inspiration to me because
of his dedicated work ethic. He was
always willing to help out others.
I wouldn't trade those few hours I
spent talking with him for anything.
My only regret was I only knew him
a little over two years. I will cherish
that short time I spent around Ed.
Not only did he make my job casier,
but he was also there for me to come
by his office and just talk. I'm proud
to say that Ed Hill was my friend. He
will truly be missed.

What to look
for
this
season
k

doubleheader with Belmont

-Mark McGwire will hit
home runs in April, and

Bv Bill Reynolds
Knight-Ridder
Newsuauers
& .

'

run.
Uribe and catcher
By Shannon Fagan
Christine Tucker each had
Sports Editor
two hits and accounted for
After a long and difficult
two more Ladv Gamecock
road trip in Orlando, Fla. the
I
runs.
Lady Gamecocks returned to
Despite a comeback
a .sight for sore eyes at
attempt by JSU, Belmont
University Field. They took
shut the door in the seventh
on Belmont on March 27 in
inning and handed Buck the
an afternoon doubleheader.
loss. She pitched over six
Jill Wilcoxson earned her
innings, giving up five runs
14th win of the season in the
off of nine hits before being
first game. In game two,
relieved by Wilcoxson. Her
Belmont rebounded to salrecord on the season dropped
5-0
..
vage
a snlit of the brief two
u
I to 11-3.
game series. Here is a look at
The Lady Gamecocks record stands at 25-16.
the actlon:
Their stay at home was brief as they had to get
5
Jacksonville State
back on the road to face Georgia State in
0
Belmont
Atlanta on Tuesday afternoon.
JSU catcher Lauren Buck only had one hit in
game one, but made a big one. She belted out
a homer and came away with two RBI.
Centerfielder Michelle Uribe had two hits in
the game, one of which was a double. She also
had an RBI.
The scoring surge came in the third and
fourth tnnings. JSU scored all five of their runs
in that stretch. It proved to be enough run support for Wilcoxson. She shut down Belmont,
allowing only five hits, striking out seven, and
didn't allow a run to cross the plate.
5
Belmont
Jacksonville State
3
The Lady Gamecocks sought the sweep in the
second game. Things looked good early on as
JSU held a 2-0 lead after three innings.
However, that lead was short-lived as Belmont
plated three runs in the fourth inning off of
pitcher Buck.
Leading the offensive charge for JSU was
leftfielder Hollie Bowyer. She belted out two
hits in her three at-bats, including a solo home-

a1 weeks ago when I published a story
on Ed and his experiences in photography. It was something I really
wanted to do for a while and I really
felt strongly about interviewing him.
I felt he deserved an article just to
let everyone know what kind of a
man he was. He meant so much to
this university and to those around
him. I tried to capture who he was in
my story, just like he captured so
many great images with his camera.
Ed was responsible for all of the
wonderful sports shots in this sports
section, today and many days before
now. I hope you took the time to
enjoy them. His pictures told stories
on their own. They were masterpieces that caught motion and emo-

Here are some things sure
to happen during this baseball season:
-There will be endless TV
shots of the manager in the
dugout. The manager, of
course, will not be doing any-

game one of the(
doubleheader, J S U ~
catcher Lauren I
Buck provided a
spark with her
homerun to help
the Lady
Gamecocks earn a
win.
-

1

-

face.
-Nine hundred players wil
steu out of the batter's bor
ju; when the drama is building.
-You will know more about Mo Vaughn's
season than if he were playing for the Red
Sox.
-You will hear some TV sports anchor say,
"He went y a r d somrthing like 800 times
between now and the end of the World Series.
-Albert Belle will have an incident.
-Some color guy will call a curve ball "Uncle
Charlie."
-You will see so many "pitch sequences" on
TV that your eyes will start to glaze over.
-There will be a TV shot of some dugout and
five guys will be spitting.
-Derek Jeter will in the New York tabloids for
dating some generic celebrity.
-Some team will be seen in the dugout wearing "rally caps."
-Five guys who've been drinking since last
weekend's homestand will run out on the
field, and the fans will boo when they're
caught and dragged off.
-You will see 154 conferences on the mound.
-David Wells will be disappointing, and
everyone will say it's because he misses the
Yankees, forgetting that last year was an aberration.
-The San Diego Padres will stink, one year
after.
-Jose Canseco will get hurt.
-Nomar Garciapma will continue to play as
if he were born to play baseball.
-Too many relief pitchers who come in only
to throw to one batter.
-You will see some players run to second
base, then get up huffing and puffing as if
they just ran a marathon.

I

after hitting into a double
play.
-Albert Belle will have
another incident.
-There will be 37 stories
written about how idyllic Wrigley Field is.
-Halfway through the season, we all will be
wondering why Kevin Brown got all the
money.
-The Yankees won't be as good as they were
last year, and everyone will wonder what the
matter is, not realizing that last year was an
aberration.
-There will be 17 stories written about how
Clemens might wear a Yankee cap in his
induction ceremony to the Hall of Fame, as if
anyone should care.
-The Braves will once again have the best
pitching in the game.
-Players will jog in the outfield for a hundred
yards or so before a game and call it a workout.
-At midyear, the Dodgers will bring up another foreign pitcher no one ever heard of.
-Some color man will say that was "in his
wheelhouse" after a home run.
-Cal Ripken will struggle, because if you
could play forever, Yaz would still be in left
field for the Red Sox.
-Some fan will interfere with a fair ball at an
important moment.
-There will be 186 stories written about how
money has ruined baseball.
-Griffey Jr. will have another great year, but
the Mariners won't win.
-The "Haves" will do well; the "Have Nots"
won't.
-And the surest thing of all? You will fall
asleep on the couch watching teams playing
on the West Coast.
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Missouri Tigers sweep Jacksonvil[e State
Baseball, from page 12

The game went only seven innings
because of the 12-run rule in favor
of the Tigers.
Missouri
8
.Tacksonville State
6
A late Gamecock rally fell short in
Columbia in the first game of the
double-header.
Starter Sammy
Button had a rocky start to thk
game, surrendering six runs in the
first two innings
- to the Tigers.
Down 9-1 in the fifth inning, JSU
rallied for five runs to shorten the
deficit to 8-6, but they could get no
closer.

-

Sam Grant went two-for-three
with a double and an RBI. Russell
Harry knocked in two runs in the
game. Ralph McCasland got his
first career save for the Tigers.
Missouri
7
Jacksonville State
6
Once again the Gamecocks were
doomed by an early pitching collapse. Missouri scored six runs off
of JSU pitchers in the second
inning, and it turned out to be the
difference in the game.
JSU's offense also got off to a quick
start, as the Gamecocks scored three
runs in their half of the first inning.
However, it was to no avail as the

m
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Looking for that special someone?
Call Make-A-Date toll free
Ad-taker: 1-888-605-8186
Customer Service: 1-888-467-6750.

CCL
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needed for high impact, experiential based, outdoor treat. W t program Positions are LIVE-IN require a BS In the
&&
ovaril
Science area The individual who is successful
ifl this position enjoys work~ngwith troubled youth in a
(IUIDOOR setting Excellent staltlng salary, career ladder,
A$I benefit package and paid vacation Send resume: Janie
Resell, Three Springs, PO Box 20, Trenton. AL 35774
TeI (256) 776-2503 ext 233
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RIVERSIDE TATTOO STUDIO

W T $50,000
FOR COLLEGE?
COMETALKTO US.

Art~sts- Wolfman & j ) & Jason
256-831 -2705
1719 Hwy 78 E
Oxford, AL 36203

The Army can help you ease the
financ~alburden of college ulth the
Montgomery GI BlIl plus the Army
Fund And,
Important, we9!l ahow you how Arml.
servlce can help you succeed meal-

Plercer-Flea
Gift Cert~f~cates

Temporary Tattoos
T-Sh~rts

Member of 13 World Tattoo Clubs
Auto Clave Sterilization - New Needles Guaranteed
Body Piercing - Native American Jewelry
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Classified Hours:

.

If you'd like to place a classified ad with us.
Come by room 183 Self Hall on Monday,
Wednesday or Friday between 10:OO a.m.
11:OO a.m. or Tuesday and Thursday between
11:00 a.m. 1 2 0 0 p.m. or call 782-5712. All
ads are due one week preceding issue date.

asitess
proofers
photographers
designers

-

-

Got something to sell?

Interested?
Come ioin us.
MondayITuesday, 4-6 p.m.,
Room 180 Self Hall.

Call 782-5701.

$9'
P AS

Mehnd~Henna
Body Palnt~ng
From lnd~a

ARMX

-

facation University Court, Alexandria load Lot 19
256-354-5733

@

-

9 am t o 9 pm
Mon - Sat
Sun 1 0 - 6

CLASSlFlEDS

-a

W

Tigers went on the win the game.
Wes Brooks had a huge game for
JSU. He went two-for-four with
two homers and five RBI's. He now
had five long-balls on the season.
Missouri starter Logan Dale struck
out 15 Gamecocks in the game. The
win gave Missouri a sweep of the
three-game weekend series in
Columbia, Missouri.
JSU was scheduled to host Georgia
Southern in a two-game set Tuesday
and Wednesday. JSU returns to
TAAC play on the road at arch-rival
Troy State with a single game
Friday night and a doubleheader on
Saturday.

Looking for something to buy?
Looking for a roommate?
Then, tack it up on our Bulletin Board.
The cost of a classified ad with us is
$3.00 for 20 words or less.

WEEKEND VOLUNTEER and SUMMER STAFF
POSITIONS AVAILABLE.

"World's LargestCAMP
Camp forASCCA
People with Disabilities"

Jacksonville & Piedm

HAMMETT
SERVICE CENTER
The Hammett name has been synonymous with
car care in Jacksonville for over one-half century.

S*T'
? A$

COLLEGE CREDIT AVAILABLE IN SOME CURRICULUM

For Further Information call Tom:
2561825-9226 * 1-800-843-2267(Alabama Only)
P.O. Box 21 * Jackson Gap, AL 36861
COUNSELOR
POSITIONS

AVAILABLE.

SELECTPROGRAM

POSITIONS AVAILABLE ALSO.

Pelham Road, 1.

4356550 Jacksonville, AL
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By Eric L. Adler
Staff Writer
Looking for something new to do on the
weekend? How about visiting a Civil War
battlefield.
Two very important battlefieldsChickamauga and Chattanooga-are just
more than two hours by car from Jacksonville.
Chattanooga also has a number of other interesting attractions to make the trip enjoyable.
The two battlefields make up the
Chickamauga and Chattanooga National
Military Park. Established in 1890, it was the
very first park of its kind. The two battlefields
make up the Chickamauga and Chattanooga
National Military Park. Established in 1890,
it was the very first park of its kind. It is also
the largest. Chattanooga is in Tennessee and
Chickamauga is just
southeast of
Chattanooga, in Georgia.
The battles took place 1863 in order to control the strategic rail hub in Chattanooga. The
Confederates had lost to the Union at
Gettysburg and Vicksburg and they needed a
victory.
The 66,000 man Confederate Army under
General Braxton Bragg earned a weak victory

at Chickamauga on Sept. 19 and 20,1863, and
drove the Union forces back to Chattanooga.
The armies suffered over 30,000 casualties at
Chickamauga, making it one of the bloodiest
battles of the war.
Lieutenant General Ulysses Grant's Union
forces, which numbered over 80,000, won at
Chattanooga in November by charging boldly
up the slopes of Lookout Mountain and
Missionary Ridge. The Union victory was a
prelude to General Sherman's march to the sea
the following year.
Both battlefields offer a lot to see and do. A
visit to the park should begin at the visitor
center at Chickamauga or on top of Lookout
Mountain. Each visitor center has a film
explaining the battle, a museum and a book
store.
A private museum called the Battles for
Chattanooga Electric Map and National
Military Park is also available. Visit the
park's web site at http://nps.gov/chch/ or call
the Chickamauga Visitor Center between 7
a.m. and 4:45 p.m. at (706) 866-9241.
For more information on visiting
Chattanooga, call the Chattanooga Visitors
Bureau at (800) 322-3344 or visit their web
site at http://virtual.chattanooga.net/cvb/.

student work at the Stone C enter
Bv Steuhen Davis
Staff Writer

-

For those of you that are tired
of the normal drama production, "Not a Drop to Drink"
will leave you thirsty for more.
The production is a suggestive play, having real furniture
and props but no walls or
doors, providing an interesting
effect. "It's going to be a really neat set to look at," says
director Jeremy West.
Set in modem time, Todd
Fellows, played by Jason
Bozeman, has died and takes us
back through his life by looking at how he lived a double
life of doing drugs and being a
Scholars Bowl student. It also
looks at how his actions have
hurt his family and friends.
"As sappy as this sounds, it
still has a bit of comedy and
unexpected twists to keep you
entertained," explains West.
West wanted to do this play
because this is giving him a
chance to work with his brother Chris, a graduate of
Jacksonville State University

and playwright. This is C.
West's first play, which was
written about 4 years ago.
"This play is dedicated to my
wife Jacqueline," says C. West.
This is Bozeman's first time

since 1996 to be playing a role
that isn't a romantic or comic
role. "My part is straight serious. It's hard to do. The cast is
the best and it's really wonderful to be working with them.
I'm totally loving doing this
play," says Bozeman.
"This is an enjoyable script,
and intense drama. It touches
your spirit. It has enough comedy to keep you from crying
the whole time," says Jon
Thomas. "Jeremy, in my opinion, is a really good director.
He hopes for the respect,

I

expects the respect, and treats
the actors with respect."
"This is my first maternal role
since high school. I have to
think about what 'she' is doing,
making her believable," says
Jayme Thomas playing the
mother, Sharon Fellowes.
"The activities that are going
on are common place family
activities."
All proceeds go to Alpha Psi
Omega. The play is approximately 2 hours in length, with a
10-minute intermission. It will
be showing Friday, April 16
and Saturday, April 17 at 8 p.m.
in the Stone Center Black Box.
Tickets will be available 30
minutes before the show:
$3/general, $2/senior citizens
and JSU faculty, and $ M u dents.
For more information, you
can listen to 92J on Thursday,
April 15 at 5:30 p.m. for a live
interview with Jeremy West.
You can also ask about this or
other upcoming events by calling 782-5623.
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Have something to sell, to trade tw a service For hire?

--Kappa Week '99--April 1 1- 16
Sunday: T h e Repentance -- Nupes Fellowship at Church
Monday: 3 p.m. Cookout behindLogan Hall
4 p.m. "The Temperance Rises"
9 p.m. - After Set at Park Place Apt. 21 1
Tuesday: 3 p.m. Wet and Wild Pool Party at the colisuem pool
8 p.m. Jazz Affair I1 at the Alumni House
and the African-American Association)

10 p.m. - Step show and flyer (place TBA) 53 Actress Suzanne

Bloomer

For more information about the C.S.O. program,
please call Father Bill Lucas at (205) 435-3238.

The C.S.O. meets at
St. Charles Catholic Church

December, things get relatively easy, but

status.

To get the advantage, check the day$
rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most
challenging.

Aries (March 21-Apd 19) -Today is
a 4 - Circumstances that seem beyond
your control could force you to take
action. That's what it feels like, anyway.
Actually, you're the one who got yourself into this position, and you're the
only one who can get yourself out. YOU
won't do that by locking horns with
another stubborn person. Learn what
he's trying to teach you, and use it.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) -Today is
a 6 - If you're traveling today, take
care. There will be delays, and they're
not all your fault. Somebody else's

today is that you need to be practical.
It'll be a lot more fun to be wildly
impetuous, but that's not going to work
out anywhere near as well for you. It'll
be a lot more fun for a little while, but
you could end up flat broke.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) - Today is
a 4 -There's almost too much opportunity to suit you today. You might feel
overwhelmed. Don't try to manage it all
by yourself. You need a good partner

you into playing hooky. Today it's really not a good idea. The workload is pretintense, and you sure are looking for a
break, but look ahead just a little further.
This weekend will be much better for
travel and for being with friends. Right
now, concentrate on the job at hand.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Today is
a 6 -Somebody else's emergency could
get in the way of your plans for today. If
it weren't for that, everything would be
tranquil, easy and maybe even a little
boring. Not much chance of that happening, though. You'll be on your toes
most of the day. Plan your date for
tomorrow, instead.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) -Today is a
4 -Two very enthusiastic people could
clash mightily today, but you're not
afraid. You go right into the middle of

fighting back, look to see what you could
give up. Not your point of view, of
course, by maybe the tension in your
body. Your smile is so contagious, the
others will forget what they were arguing
about.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) -Today
is a 5 -Looks like good things are coming your way eventually. It may not
seem like that right now, however.
Instead of resisting a change that seems
imminent, see if you can manage it
instead. Manage to make it work out in
your favor, that is.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) -Today
is a 5 -You're in a bit of a crunch today,
most likely. Looks like there's a logjam.
Somebody's yapping at you to move
more quickly, but that might not be possible, unless you try something different.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21) -Today is
a6-You're leaming quickly today, and
that's a good thing, because you need to
leam as fast as you can to keep up with a
demanding schedule. There's also a
demanding person who's about to drive
you crazy. While you're practicing your
talents, also practice controlling of your
temper. It'll give you the edge that could

That's good, because you can have plenty of support to get through a tough
assignment. Relax and concentrate, and
you'll do fine.
To leave a message for Linda, call
(888) 522-9531. Or you can visit her
web site at Astrologers-Online.com.
(C) 1999 TRIBUNE MEDIA
SERVICES, LNC.

*Brake Repair
*Maintenance&
*Service and
Wrecker Calls

Owner,Roger Kilgore

